The problem of stability of polymer rods with account for creeping was resolved using the energy method customized by Tymoshenko and Ritz. Possible patterns of displacements were provided in the form of trigonometric series with undetermined coefficients. The principle of the minimal total potential energy of the system was taken as the basis. According to this principle, the form in which the potential energy has a minimum value is implemented in all possible patterns of deformation occurring due to the loss of stability. The energy method makes it possible to replace the solution of complex differential equations by the solution of simple linear algebraic equations. The result was obtained numerically using MatLab software applicable to different equations describing deformations and stresses caused by the exposure to creeping. The problem was solved for low and high density polyethylene. The equation of Maxwell and Thompson was employed in first case, and the equation of Maxwell and Gurevich — in the second one. The necessity of taking account of a “minor” component of elastic deformations using the Maxwell — Gurevich equation was proved.
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